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The track was cleared with a 

green light to start qualifying 

session 1. Heading the advice of 

the race director the drivers 

spread themselves out as much 

as possible on the track to try 

and find the clear air for a quick 

early lap. Brandon Bethell has 

been the name on top of the 

scoreboard in the previous two 

races but was struggling to keep 
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Qualifying 2 

 After a brief period under 

full circuit yellows the 

lights were dropped and 

green flags were waved. 

After a very close session 

the drivers would need to 

be in the low 29 second 

lap time to stand a chance 

of aiming for pole position. 

There was a familiar story 

in the second session with 

Green flags were waved 

for the start of the session 

and wasting no time 

Brandon Bethell opened 

up with a 29.032 second 

lap time good enough to 

light up the scoreboard 

with his name at the top. 

We had seen lap times 

more than half a second 

faster in the previous 

sessions so Brandon 

would need to improve to 

stay on top. Josh 
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the momentum in round three. 

Steve Gray and Josh Morris 

battled for the lead both posting 

sub 28second lap times with 

Josh just pinching the top spot 

on his last flying lap. The top 

spot was not up for grabs in the 

first session though it would only 

be settled in qualifying three. 

Instead the focus was on the last 

four places on the time screens. 

Normally a 29 second lap time 

would let you progress to quali 

two but on this occasion Julian 

Philippe missed the cut by three 

hundredths on a second. P14 

Paul Whittaker (+1.894), P13 

Gareth Yates (+1.616), P12 

Nigel Walne (+1.257), P11 Julian 

Philippe (+1.131)   

  

Josh Steve and Brandon 

setting the best three lap 

times. All drivers managed 

to improve on their times 

from session one but four 

drivers were cut from the 

field. After the five minute 

period the eliminated 

drivers were diverted back 

to the pit lane. P10 

Wesley Platel (+1.107), 

P9 Dave Pattison 

(+1.082), P8 Darren 

Ravenscroft (+1.037), P7 

Mark Hitchcock (+0.964)   

responded with a 28.623 

second lap time to put 

himself in to the lead. 

Steve Gray could only 

manage a 28.800 lap time 

but found himself racing 

with Mark Outlaw which 

was hindering his times. 

Brandon was closing the 

gap posting 28.865 on his 

penultimate lap. Brandon 

on his last gasp attempt 

was on course to take the 

second place position but 

got held up across the line 

by Steve Gray who had 

thrown his lap away and 

coasted across the line. 

P6 Mark Outlaw (+0.565), 

P5 Mark Yates (+0.559), 

P4 Ryan Welch (+0.509), 

P3 Brandon Bethell 

(+0.242), P2 Steve Gray 

(+0.1.77) P1 Josh Morris 

(28.623) 
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“Brandon and Steve 

Gray both set lap 

records in the following 

laps.”.” 

Josh got a clean get away 

through the first section. A 

close battle behind 

between Steve Gray and 

Brandon Bethell which 

ended with Steve just 

edging ahead. The battle 

between Steve and 

Brandon caused 

congestion in to the first 

bend and by the hairpin 

there was three karts side-

by-side resulting in Mark 

Hitchcock coming off the 

worst and facing the 

wrong way. Paul 

Whittaker on his first 

appearance in the 

championship got caught 

out at the top hairpin on 

the opening laps as he 

tried to sail up the inside 

of Nigel Walne. Getting 

his timing wrong he made 

contact on Nigel to get the 

advantage and earned 

himself a black flag. 

Rejoining the circuit Paul 

was now a back marker 

and was receiving blue 

flags from the marshals to 

allow Josh Morris past. A 

scrappy battle ensued in 

the middle of the field and 

lasted for more than half 

the race; Julian Philippe 

making his way from ninth 

place and up to sixth in 

the end with some tough 

work. Ryan Welch on the 

other hand found himself 

going in the opposite 

direction first losing out to 

Gareth Yates and then 

Mark Hitchcock. When 

Julian made his move to 

get in to sixth place he 
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managed to overtake both 

Mark and Gareth in a few 

laps. With the close battle 

for sixth place the drivers 

were quickly becoming 

back markers. Josh, Steve 

and Brandon all setting 

lap times in the 28 

seconds were still battling 

for the lead. As Ryan 

Welch was issued with a 

blue flag he did not react 

quickly enough to allow 

Josh to past and the next 

opportunity for him to get 

out of way came at the 

first hairpin. Josh tried to 

take a wider line around 

the hairpin to try and pass 

Ryan but Ryan took the 

same line and held Josh 

up. Steve and Brandon 

both sneaked through on 

the inside and took the 

first and second places. 

Josh now sat in third place 

and had to make up the 

gap to be back in 

contention for the lead. 

Brandon and Steve Gray 

both set lap records in the 

following laps firstly Steve 

Gray setting a 28.222 

second lap time and then 

Brandon responded with a 

28.200. Brandon clearly 

being the quickest on the 

track he still could not 

make a pass on Steve. 

With time running out and 

the laps quickly counting 

down Brandon tried some 

new ideas to open up a 

gap and try to overtake 

but Steve was in good 

form and feeling 

comfortable in the lead. 60 

laps elapsed and picking 

up the checkered flag 

Steve celebrated as he 

crossed the line. Brandon 

took a good second place 

but still has the accolade 

of the track lap record. 

Josh Morris thought he 

had done everything right 

until a back marker cost 

him the top step on the 

podium.      

  

  



 

Position Driver Name Gap Points 

1 Steve Gray - - -  25 

2 Brandon Bethell +0.878 23 

3 Josh Morris +6.194 21 

4 Dave Pattison +1L 20 

5 Mark Yates +1L 19 

6 Julian Philippe +1L 18 

7 Gareth Yates +1L 17 

8 Mark Hitchcock +1L 16 

9 Ryan Welch +1L 15 

10 Darren Ravenscroft +1L 14 

11 Wesley Platel +2L 13 

12 Nigel Walne +2L 12 

13 Mark Outlaw +2L 11 

14 Paul Whittaker +5L 10 
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